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Abstract
Reducing the energy consumption by wireless communication de-
vices is perhaps the most important issue in the widely-deployed
and exponentially-growing IEEE 802.11 Wireless LANs (WLANs).
TPC (Transmit Power Control) and PHY (physical layer) rate adap-
tation have been recognized as two most effective ways to achieve
this goal. The emerging 802.11h standard, which is an extension
to the current 802.11 MAC and the high-speed 802.11a PHY, will
provide a structured means to support intelligent TPC.

In this paper, we propose a novel scheme, calledMiSer, that
minimizes the communication energy consumption in 802.11a/h
systems by combining TPC with PHY rate adaptation. The key
idea is to compute offline an optimal rate-power combination table,
and then at runtime, a wireless station determines the most energy-
efficient transmission strategy foreachdata frame by a simple ta-
ble lookup. Another key contribution of this paper is to provide a
rigorous analysis of the relation among different radio ranges and
TPC’s effect on the interference in 802.11a/h systems, which justi-
fies MiSer’s approach to ameliorating the TPC-caused interference
by transmitting the CTS frames at a stronger power level. Our sim-
ulation results show that MiSer delivers about 20% more data per
unit of energy consumption than the PHY rate adaptation scheme
without TPC, while outperforming single-rate TPC schemes sig-
nificantly thanks to the excellent energy-saving capability of PHY
rate adaptation.
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1. Introduction
Most wireless stations, such as laptops and palmtops, are battery-

powered and hence have a limited amount of energy. It is, therefore,
very important to reduce the energy consumption by wireless com-
munication devices. Our main goal in this paper is to achieve the
energy-efficient data communication in the IEEE 802.11 WLANs
(Wireless Local-Area Networks), or more specifically, the emerg-
ing 802.11a/h systems.

A WLAN device can be in one of the following modes:transmit
mode, receive mode, idle mode, or doze mode. It consumes the
highest power in the transmit mode and very little energy in the
doze mode. In the idle mode, a WLAN device is required to sense
the medium, and hence, consumes a similar amount of power as
when it is in the receive mode [31]. Several power-management
policies [20, 30, 31] have been proposed to force a WLAN device
to enter the doze mode adaptively at appropriate moments to save
battery energy.

An alternative way to conserve energy is to apply TPC (Trans-
mit Power Control) in WLAN systems [2, 9, 12], which allows
a WLAN device to use the minimum required power level in the
transmit mode and is complementary to the power-management
policies. In this paper, we propose a novel intelligent TPC mecha-
nism, calledMiSer, that minimizes the communication energy con-
sumption in 802.11a/h systems.

1.1 Motivation and Key Contributions
The IEEE 802.11 [14] specifies two different MAC (Medium Ac-

cess Control) schemes in WLANs: the contention-based DCF (Dis-
tributed Coordination Function) and the polling-based PCF (Point
Coordination Function). At present, most 802.11-compliant prod-
ucts only implement the mandatory DCF. Thus, we only consider
the DCF in this paper.

The IEEE 802.11 PHYs (physical layers) provide multiple trans-
mission rates by employing different modulation and channel cod-
ing schemes. For example, the 802.11b PHY [16] provides 4 PHY
rates from 1 to 11 Mbps at the 2.4 GHz band and most 802.11
devices available today in the market are based on this PHY. An-
other higher-speed PHY, the 802.11a PHY [15], has also been de-
veloped to extend the 802.11 operation in the 5 GHz U-NII (Un-
licensed National Information Infrastructure) band and provides
8 PHY rates ranging from 6 to 54 Mbps. As the first-generation
802.11a products become available in the market, the 802.11a PHY
receives increasing attention due mainly to its higher transmission
rates as well as the cleaner 5 GHz operational band. Moreover, the
emerging 802.11h standard [17], which is an extension to the cur-



rent 802.11 MAC and 802.11a PHY, provides a transmit-power re-
porting mechanism that makes intelligent TPC feasible at the MAC
layer. Now, with the 802.11h getting close to its final standardiza-
tion, it is important to have a well-designed TPC mechanism work
with the 802.11a/h such that its TPC capability and multiple trans-
mission rates can be fully exploited.

In this paper, based on the energy consumption analysis of an
802.11a/h DCF system, we propose a novelper-frame-basedin-
telligent TPC mechanism, calledMiSer (Minimum-energy trans-
mission Strategy), assuming the knowledge of the network config-
uration and the wireless channel model. Obviously, the lower the
transmit power or the higher the PHY rate (hence, the shorter the
transmission time), the less energy consumed in one single trans-
mission attempt, but more likely the transmission will fail, thus
causing re-transmissions and eventually consuming more energy.
So, there are inherent tradeoffs, and the key idea behind MiSer is
to combine TPC with PHY rate adaptation and pre-establish a rate-
power combination table indexed by the data transmission status
quadruplet that consists of the data payload length, the path loss
condition, and the frame retry counts. Each entry of the table is
the optimal rate-power combination in the sense of maximizing the
energy efficiency — which is defined as the ratio of the expected
delivered data payload to the expected total energy consumption
— under the corresponding data transmission status. At runtime, a
wireless station determines the best transmit power as well as the
proper PHY rate for each data transmission attempt by a simple ta-
ble lookup, using the most up-to-date data transmission status as
the index.

Note that, due to the contention nature of the DCF, the effec-
tiveness of MiSer relies on the condition that applying TPC to data
transmissions will not aggravate the “hidden nodes” problem or the
interference in the network. Hence, like many other proposed TPC
mechanisms [2, 12], MiSer exchanges RTS/CTS frames to reserve
the medium before making each data transmission attempt. More-
over, we (i) investigate the relation among different radio ranges
and TPC’s effect on the interference in 802.11a/h systems, (ii) pro-
pose transmission of the CTS frames at a stronger power level to
ameliorate the interference, and (iii) justify it by a theoretical anal-
ysis.

1.2 Related Work
In [21], the authors presented a scheme in which the most bat-

tery energy-efficient combination of FEC (Forward Error Correc-
tion) code and ARQ (Automatic Re-transmission reQuest) proto-
col is chosen and adapted over time for data transmissions without
considering TPC.

A PARO (Power-Aware Routing Optimization) scheme was pre-
sented in [12] to achieve the energy-efficient routing in multi-hop
wireless networks. Before the actual data transmission, PARO ex-
changes RTS/CTS frames at the maximum power level. Then, the
subsequent Data/Ack frames may be transmitted at lower power
levels to save energy. Another similar power control scheme was
proposed in [2], where the transmit power level of the data frame
is dynamically adjusted with help of an enhanced RTS/CTS mech-
anism that supports power control loop. In [9], the authors first
showed the strong correlation among the packet size, the trans-
mit power, and the energy consumption for 802.11 devices. Then,
based on a theoretical analysis, they proposed a power control scheme
to save energy by choosing the optimal transmit power levels for
different packet sizes.

One common problem of the above power control schemes is
that none of them considered PHY rate adaptation, a key compo-
nent of MiSer. Since the 802.11 PHYs support multiple transmis-

sion rates, utilizing them adaptively by choosing the best PHY rate
at a given time can enhance the system performance significantly,
and in fact, our simulation results in Section 6 show that PHY rate
adaptation is very effective in saving energy. Hence, PHY rate
adaptation should be considered in conjunction with TPC.

The authors of [11, 23] proposed a lazy scheduling algorithm
and an iterative MoveRight algorithm, respectively, to minimize
the energy used to transmit packets from a wireless station to a
single receiver or to multiple receivers. The key idea is to trans-
mit packets over longer periods with lower transmit power as long
as the deadline constraint is met. However, they assumed that the
wireless channel is time-invariant and focused on devising optimal
schedules for a wireless station to transmit multiple packets (shar-
ing the same deadline constraint), which is quite different from the
issues we address in this paper.

1.3 The Evolution of MiSer
We originated the research of energy-efficient WLAN operations

on an 802.11a system under the (optional) PCF. Since the access
to the wireless medium is centrally-controlled by the AP (Access
Point), there is no “hidden nodes” problem or medium contention
in a PCF system, which makes it easy to apply TPC to save energy.
In [26], we derived the energy-consumption performance analyti-
cally for uplink data transmissions under the PCF and demonstrated
the energy-efficient PCF operation via TPC and PHY rate adapta-
tion.

It may seem reasonable to apply a similar idea under the (manda-
tory) DCF as well. However, as described in [13], if wireless sta-
tions are simply allowed to transmit at different power levels in a
DCF system, the number of hidden terminals is likely to increase
and the interference is aggravated, which, in turn, results in more
transmission failures and re-transmissions, and hence, more energy
will eventually be consumed. A natural way to deal with such prob-
lem is to exchange RTS/CTS frames before each data transmis-
sion attempt, which has been used in many proposed TPC mecha-
nisms [2, 12].

Our preliminary study in [25] considered the simple infrastruc-
ture DCF system that includes an AP to provide both the connec-
tion to the wired network, if any, and the local relaying function
within the system. Therefore, each wireless station must be able
to hear the AP, and consequently, the hidden terminals are com-
pletely eliminated if RTS/CTS frames are exchanged before each
data transmission attempt. Our simulation results showed the en-
ergy savings by TPC (with RTS/CTS support) in an infrastructure
DCF system and confirmed the aggravated “hidden nodes” prob-
lem when TPC is applied directly to data transmissions without
RTS/CTS support.

This problem becomes much more complicated in an ad hoc
DCF system where the wireless stations, if within the communica-
tion range, communicate directly with each other. Since not every
wireless station may be able to hear directly from all other stations,
the RTS/CTS mechanism can not guarantee elimination of the hid-
den terminals. Moreover, applying TPC to data transmissions, even
with RTS/CTS support, aggravates the interference in an ad hoc
DCF system. MiSer reflects our latest research results on this topic
and can be used in both infrastructure and ad hoc DCF systems.

1.4 Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. For completeness,

Section 2 briefly introduces the DCF of the IEEE 802.11 MAC as
well as the IEEE 802.11a PHY. In Section 3, following a theoreti-
cal analysis of the relation among different radio ranges and TPC’s
effect on the interference in 802.11a/h systems, an enhanced RTS-



CTS-Data-Ack mechanism is proposed and justified to accommo-
date intelligent TPC. A generic energy consumption model of the
WLAN device and the basic energy consumption computations in
an 802.11a/h DCF system are presented in Section 4. Section 5 de-
scribes the details of MiSer and discusses the related implementa-
tion issues. Section 6 presents and evaluates the simulation results,
and finally, the paper concludes with Section 7.

2. System Overview

2.1 DCF of the 802.11 MAC
The DCF [14], as the basic access scheme of the 802.11 MAC,

achieves automatic medium sharing among compatible stations via
the use of CSMA/CA (Carrier-Sense Multiple Access with Colli-
sion Avoidance). A wireless station is allowed to transmit only if its
carrier-sense mechanism determines that the medium has been idle
for at least DIFS (Distributed Inter-Frame Space) time. Moreover,
in order to reduce the collision probability among multiple stations
accessing the medium, a station is required to select a random back-
off interval after deferral, or prior to attempting to transmit another
frame after a successful transmission.

The SIFS (Short Inter-Frame Space), which is smaller than the
DIFS, is the time interval used between transmissions within a
frame exchange sequence, e.g., a two-way Data-Ack handshake
or a four-way RTS-CTS-Data-Ack handshake. Using this small
gap prevents other stations — which are required to wait for the
medium to be idle for a longer gap (i.e., at least DIFS time) —
from attempting to use the medium, thus giving priority to com-
pletion of the in-progress frame exchange. The timing of a suc-
cessful four-way frame exchange is shown in Fig. 1. On the other
hand, if a CTS (Ack) frame is not received due possibly to an er-
roneous reception of the preceding RTS (Data) frame, as shown in
Figs. 2 and 3, the transmitter will contend again for the medium
to re-transmit the frame after a CTS (Ack) timeout. Note that, in
these figures, a crossed block represents an erroneous reception of
the corresponding frame.
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Figure 1: Timing of a successful four-way frame exchange un-
der the DCF
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Figure 2: Re-transmission due to RTS transmission failure
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Figure 3: Re-transmission due to Data transmission failure

The DCF includes a virtual sensing mechanism, called the NAV
(Network Allocation Vector), in addition to physical sensing. The
NAV is a value that indicates to a station the remaining time be-
fore the wireless medium becomes available, and it is updated upon
each RTS/CTS frame reception using the Duration/ID value carried

in the frame header. By examining the NAV, a station avoids trans-
mitting a frame that may interfere with the subsequent Data/Ack
frame exchange even when the wireless medium appears to be idle
according to physical sensing. Fig. 4 illustrates how the wireless
stations adjust their NAVs during a four-way frame exchange.
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Figure 4: NAV setting during a four-way frame exchange

The 802.11 MAC requires that a wireless station maintain a short
retry count (SRC) and a long retry count (LRC) for each data frame,
and these counts are incremented and reset independently. When
the RTS-CTS-Data-Ack handshake is used to transmit a data frame,
SRC (LRC) is incremented every time an RTS (Data) transmis-
sion fails. The data frame is discarded when either SRC reaches
dot11ShortRetryLimitor LRC reachesdot11LongRetryLimit. The
default values ofdot11ShortRetryLimitanddot11LongRetryLimit
are 7 and 4, respectively. Note that both SRC and LRC are reset
to 0 only after a successful data transmission or after a data frame
is discarded.

2.2 The 802.11a PHY
The 802.11a PHY [15] is based on OFDM (Orthogonal Fre-

quency Division Multiplexing) and provides 8 PHY rates with dif-
ferent modulation schemes and convolutional codes at the 5 GHz
U-NII band. As listed in Table 1, the OFDM system provides a
WLAN with capabilities of communicating at 6 to 54 Mbps. The
frame exchange between MAC and PHY is under the control of the
PLCP (Physical Layer Convergence Procedure) sublayer.

Table 1: Eight PHY Rates of the IEEE 802.11a OFDM PHY

PHY Rate Modulation Code Rate BpS∗

6 Mbps BPSK 1/2 3
9 Mbps BPSK 3/4 4.5
12 Mbps QPSK 1/2 6
18 Mbps QPSK 3/4 9
24 Mbps 16-QAM 1/2 12
36 Mbps 16-QAM 3/4 18
48 Mbps 64-QAM 2/3 24
54 Mbps 64-QAM 3/4 27
∗ Bytes per OFDM Symbol

3. Interference Analysis for 802.11(a/h) Systems
Applying TPC, which allows a WLAN device to use the min-

imum required power level in the transmit mode, is naturally an
attractive idea to save battery energy and has been studied by many
researchers [2, 9, 12].

MiSer is our intelligent TPC mechanism for 802.11a/h DCF sys-
tems, and due to the contention nature of the DCF, the effective-
ness of MiSer relies on the condition that applying TPC to data
transmissions will not aggravate the “hidden nodes” problem or the
interference in the network. For this reason, like many other pro-
posed TPC mechanisms [2, 12], MiSer exchanges RTS/CTS frames



before each data transmission attempt to deal with the “hidden
nodes” problem. More importantly, it transmits the CTS frames at a
stronger power level to ameliorate the potentially aggravated inter-
ference caused by TPC, which is justified by a theoretical analysis
as follows. We first investigate the relation among different radio
ranges and TPC’s effect on the interference in 802.11(a/h) systems.

3.1 Radio Ranges in 802.11 Systems
In general, there are four different radio ranges in 802.11 sys-

tems: transmission range, NAV set range, CCA busy range, and
interference range.

• Transmission rangeis central to the transmitter and repre-
sents the range within which the receiver station can receive
a frame successfully, assuming no interference from neigh-
boring stations. It varies with the data payload length, the
PHY rate, the transmit power, the radio propagation prop-
erty that determines the path loss, and the receiver-side noise
level.

• NAV set rangeis the range within which the wireless stations
can set the NAVs correctly based on the Duration/ID infor-
mation carried in the RTS/CTS frames and will not interfere
with the subsequent Data/Ack frame exchange. Since the
RTS/CTS frames are always transmitted at a fixed rate (e.g.,
6 Mbps in 802.11a/h systems), the NAV set range is indepen-
dent of the data rate.

• CCA busy rangeis central to the transmitter and represents
the range within which the wireless stations can physically
sense the channel busy during the data transmission (by the
transmitter) and then defer their own transmission attempts.
There are two methods for a wireless station to report CCA
(Clear Channel Assessment) busy. One is based oncarrier
detection, and the other is based onenergy detectionby which
a wireless station will report a busy medium upon detection
of any signal power above the ED (Energy Detection) thresh-
old.

• Interference rangeis central to the receiver and represents the
range within which the wireless stations are able to interfere
with the reception of data frames at the receiver.

3.2 TPC’s Effect on the Interference in 802.11 Systems
Fig. 5 sketches the different radio ranges when the transmitter (T)

transmits a data frame to the receiver (R) using the RTS-CTS-Data-
Ack handshake. NAV set range, CCA busy range, and interference
range are shown as the light-, medium-, and dark-shaded areas,
respectively. The NAV set range is actually the conjunction of the
RTS transmission range and the CTS transmission range. Note that

NAV set range

CCA busy range

Interference range

A

T R

B

C

E

D

F

Figure 5: A sketch of the radio ranges during a four-way frame
exchange

the radio ranges vary with 802.11 systems equipped with different
PHYs.

A, B, C, D, E, andF are the six neighboring stations. Clearly,A,
B, C, D, andF will not interfere with the Data/Ack frame exchange,
sinceA andB can set the NAVs correctly,C andD can physically
sense the channel busy, andF is outside the interference range. On
the other hand,E is not within either the NAV set range or the
CCA busy range, but is close enough to the receiver (within the
interference range) to cause the interference.

Now, let us see how the radio ranges are affected when TPC is
applied on data transmissions. Since the kernel idea of TPC is to
transmit a data frame at the minimum required power level, it may
aggravate the interference in the following ways.

• Scenario I:The CCA busy range shrinks so that some neigh-
boring stations that originally deferred their transmission at-
tempts based on physical sensing may now interfere with the
data frame reception (e.g.,C in Fig. 5) or with the Ack frame
reception (e.g.,C andD in Fig. 5). This scenario may oc-
curonlywhen the original CCA busy range is larger than the
NAV set range.

• Scenario II:The interference range is enlarged so that some
neighboring stations (e.g.,F in Fig. 5) that were originally
outside the interference range, may now interfere with the
data frame reception.

Having recognized the potential problem of aggravating the in-
terference when applying TPC on data transmissions, we would
like to design an intelligent TPC mechanism for 802.11a/h systems,
which not only applies TPC on data transmissions to save energy,
but, more importantly, ameliorates the interference as well.

3.3 NAV Set Range vs. CCA Busy Range in 802.11a/h
Systems

According to the 802.11a standard [15], thereceiver minimum
input level sensitivityis defined as the received signal strength level
at which the PER (Packet Error Rate) of a 1000-octet frame is less
than 10%. It is rate-dependent and the different numbers for dif-
ferent PHY rates are listed in Table 91 of [15]. For example, the
receiver minimum sensitivity level for 6 Mbps is -82 dBm. Since
the length of an RTS/CTS frame is much shorter than 1000 octets
and they are transmitted at the most robust 6 Mbps, the PER of an
RTS/CTS frame at the minimum 6 Mbps sensitivity level (-82 dBm)
is almost zero. Therefore, it is safe to say that the RTS/CTS trans-
mission range in an 802.11a/h system corresponds to the minimum
6 Mbps sensitivity level (-82 dBm). Recall that the NAV set range
is the conjunction of the RTS transmission range and the CTS trans-
mission range.

On the other hand, theCCA sensitivityis defined (on Page 32
of [15]) as: “The start of a valid OFDM transmission at a receive
level equal to or greater than the minimum 6 Mbps sensitivity (-82
dBm) shall cause CCA to indicate busy with a probability> 90%
within 4 µs. If the preamble portion was missed, the receiver shall
hold the CS (Carrier Sense) signal busy for any signal 20 dB above
the minimum 6 Mbps sensitivity.” Therefore, the CCA busy sen-
sitivity levels based on carrier detection and energy detection are
-82 dBm and -62 dBm, respectively, regardless of the data trans-
mission rate.

We can make an important observation:when the four-way hand-
shake is used in an 802.11a/h system to transmit a data frame, the
CCA busy range is completely covered by the NAV set range.This
unique feature of 802.11a/h systems is due to the fact that, unlike
the 802.11b PHY, the 802.11a PHY’s ED threshold is set 20 dB
higher than the carrier detection threshold. Hence, theScenario I



described in Section 3.2 will never occur in an 802.11a/h system,
while it may cause serious interference problems in 802.11b sys-
tems.

3.4 NAV Set Range vs. Interference Range in 802.11a/h
Systems

Since the signal power needed for interrupting a frame reception
is much lower than that of delivering a frame successfully [34], un-
der certain circumstances — especially, when TPC is used for data
transmissions, as will be shown below — the interference range
may be larger than the NAV set range. We now investigate the re-
lation between the transmit power and the interference range when
three different four-way frame exchange mechanisms are used.

3.4.1 RTS-CTS-Data-Ack
First, let us consider the conventional four-way handshake, where

all the frames are transmitted at the same nominal power level
(Pnom).1 As shown in Fig. 6, the distance betweenT andR is d.
Let dtx rc,6mbps denote the radius of the RTS/CTS transmission
range. So, we have

rt = rr = dtx rc,6mbps > d. (1)

Note that the CCA busy range is not shown in Fig. 6, as it is com-
pletely covered by the NAV set range in 802.11a/h systems.

Interference range

NAV set range
d i

i

d

r

T

r

R

r
I

rt

Figure 6: NAV set range vs. Interference range

The radius of the interference range can be determined as fol-
lows. Assume that, at the same time whenT initiates a data frame
(with payload`) transmission (at ratex) to R, a neighboring sta-
tion (I) with distancedi away fromR starts another transmission.
Let SIRth `,x be the SIR (Signal-to-Interference Ratio) threshold
above which the data frame can be successfully received. There-
fore, an interference occurs if the following condition holds:

SIRth `,x > SIR

= Pr,data −Pr,int

= (Pt,data − PLd)− (Pt,int − PLdi)

= (Pnom − PLd)− (Pnom − PLdi)

= PLdi − PLd

=

(
di

d

)4

(2)

⇐⇒ di 6 4
√

SIRth `,x · d. (3)

Pt,data, Pr,data, Pt,int, andPr,int are the transmit power of the
data frame, the received data signal strength, the transmit power of
the interference signal, and the received interference signal strength
(all in dBm), respectively.PLd andPLdi are the path losses (in

1In the following analysis, we letPnom be 15 dBm, the nominal
transmit power of the popular Agere ORiNOCO cards [3].

dB) over distancesd anddi, respectively. Eq. (2) is obtained by as-
suming the log-distance path loss model with path loss exponent of
four [27], which is suitable for indoor office environments. Eq. (3)
implies that, in order to interfere with the data frame reception, an
interfering station must be within distance

(
4
√

SIRth `,x · d
)

from
the receiver, or equivalently, the radius of the interference range is

ri = 4
√

SIRth `,x · d. (4)

We have two observations. First, when the conventional four-
way handshake is used, the size of the interference range varies
with the data payload length (`), the transmission rate (x), and the
distance (d) between the transmitter and the receiver. Only whend
is larger than a certain value, the NAV set range will not be able to
cover the interference range, i.e.,

d >
dtx rc,6mbps

4
√

SIRth `,x

=⇒ ri > rr, (5)

and then the neighboring stations that are inside the interference
range but outside the NAV set range can interfere with the data
frame reception. Second, the interference signal could be RTS,
CTS, Data, or Ack frames.

3.4.2 RTS-CTS-Data(TPC)-Ack
Now, let us examine how the interference range is affected when

we only apply TPC on data transmissions while keeping the trans-
mit power of RTS, CTS, and Ack frames at the nominal level. So
in this case,

P ′t,data 6 Pnom. (6)

Consider the same configuration as shown in Fig. 6, and letdtx `,x

denote the transmission range when a data frame with payload` is
transmitted at ratex using the nominal transmit power. Now, the
condition for an interference to occur becomes

SIRth `,x > SIR

= P ′r,data −P ′r,int

=
(P ′t,data − PLd

)− (P ′t,int − PLdi

)

=
(Pnom − PLdtx `,x

)− (P ′t,int − PLdi

)
(7)

>
(Pnom − PLdtx `,x

)− (Pnom − PLdi)

= PLdi − PLdtx `,x . (8)

Eq. (7) is based on the fact that, when TPC is used for the data
transmission, the transmitter adapts its transmit power in such a
way that the received data signal strength is always kept at the min-
imum required level.

Note that, when the data frame carries a larger payload (`↑) or is
transmitted at a higher rate (x↑), a higher receiver-side SIR is re-
quired to have a successful frame reception (SIRth `,x↑), and con-
sequently, the frame transmission range shrinks (dtx `,x↓), yielding
a smallerPLdtx `,x value. The changes inSIRth `,x andPLdtx `,x

are similar. Therefore, Eq. (8) is equivalent to

SIRth rc,6mbps > PLdi − PLdtx rc,6mbps

⇐⇒ SIRth rc,6mbps >
(

di

dtx rc,6mbps

)4

⇐⇒ di 6 4
√

SIRth rc,6mbps · dtx rc,6mbps. (9)

Hence, the radius of the interference range becomes

r′i = 4
√

SIRth rc,6mbps · dtx rc,6mbps. (10)

It is interesting to see that the size of the interference range is now
independent of the data payload length (`), the transmission rate



(x), and the distance (d) between the transmitter and the receiver,
unlike when the conventional four-way handshake is used. More-
over, sinceSIRth rc,6mbps is larger than one, we have

r′i > dtx rc,6mbps = rr, (11)

which means that the interference range is always larger than the
NAV set range. As a result, there are always some potential hidden
terminals to interfere with the data frame reception, meaning that
the interference is aggravated. This is actually theScenario IIde-
scribed in Section 3.2. The interference signal could be RTS, CTS,
Data, or Ack frames.

3.4.3 RTS-CTS(strong)-Data(TPC)-Ack
In order to deal with the aggravated interference problem caused

by applying TPC on data transmissions, we propose to transmit
the CTS frames at a stronger power level (Pnom+ ), which is 5 dB
higher than, or equivalently, 3.16 times, the nominal transmit power.
Since we letPnom be 15 dBm,Pnom+ is 20 dBm and conforms to
the 23 dBm transmit power limitation.2 Now, with our enhanced
four-way frame exchange mechanism, the NAV set range is en-
larged to

r′′r =
4
√

3.16 · rr = 1.33 dtx rc,6mbps. (12)

Consider the same configuration as shown in Fig. 6. When the
interference signal is RTS, Data, or Ack frames, since these frames
are transmitted at or lower than the nominal power level, the anal-
ysis in Section3.4.2holds and we have

r′′i = 4
√

SIRth rc,6mbps · dtx rc,6mbps. (13)

Comparing Eq. (13) with Eq. (12), we can see that, as long as
SIRth rc,6mbps is less than, or equal to, 5 dB — which is true
according to [24]3 — the interference range is completely covered
by the enlarged NAV set range, and hence, the data frame reception
will never be interfered with by any RTS, Data, or Ack frames from
neighboring stations.

On the other hand, when the interference signal is the stronger-
power-transmitted CTS frames, the condition for an interference to
occur becomes

SIRth `,x > SIR

= P ′′r,data − P ′′r,int(cts)

=
(P ′′t,data − PLd

)− (P ′′t,int(cts) − PLdi

)

=
(Pnom − PLdtx `,x

)− (Pnom+ − PLdi)

= PLdi − PLdtx `,x − 5 dB. (14)

Following a similar argument as in Section3.4.2, Eq. (14) is equiv-
alent to

SIRth rc,6mbps > PLdi − PLdtx rc,6mbps − 5 dB

⇐⇒ SIRth rc,6mbps >
(

di

dtx rc,6mbps

)4

· 1

3.16

⇐⇒ di 6 4
√

SIRth rc,6mbps · 1.33 dtx `,6mbps, (15)

and the radius of the interference range, when the interference is
caused by CTS frames, is

r′′i = 4
√

SIRth rc,6mbps · 1.33 dtx rc,6mbps > r′′r . (16)
2According to the 802.11 standard [22], the maximum transmit
power is limited to 200 mW (i.e., 23 dBm) for the middle band of
the 5 GHz U-NII band, which is suitable for indoor environments.
3The error probability analysis in [24] showed that, when a data
frame with 1152-octet payload is transmitted at 6 Mbps and the
receiver-side SIR is larger than 5 dB, the PER of the frame is ex-
tremely small and, hence, negligible.

Therefore, the data frame reception may still be interfered with by
the CTS signals. However, considering the fact that the CTS frames
are normally much shorter than the data frames, such interference
is not as severe as that caused by the data signals, which may occur
when the conventional four-way handshake is used.

3.4.4 Summary
According to the above analysis, we can see that, our enhanced

RTS-CTS(strong)-Data(TPC)-Ack mechanism is suitable to accom-
modate intelligent TPC in 802.11a/h systems, because it not only
allows the data frames to be transmitted at lower power levels to
save energy, but also ameliorates the potentially aggravated inter-
ference caused by TPC by transmitting the CTS frames at a stronger
power level.

4. Energy Consumption Analysis of an 802.11a/h
DCF System

Before delving into the details of MiSer, we will first analyze
the average energy consumed by an 802.11a/h device when it is
actively transmitting, receiving, or sensing the channel, i.e., when
it is not in the doze mode. We also list the related notations.

4.1 Energy Consumption Model
Since we do not have access to the energy-consumption char-

acteristics of any 802.11a-compliant product currently available in
the market, we present a generic energy consumption model for
WLAN devices for our analysis. It is based on the power char-
acteristics of two popular 802.11b-compliant WLAN devices, the
Agere ORiNOCO card [3] and the Intersil Prism II card [19].

Fig. 7 shows the simplified block diagram of a WLAN device.
In general, the power consumption is different for the receive mode
and the transmit mode, because different circuits are used in differ-
ent modes. As shown in the figure, the RF power amplifier (PA)
is active in the transmit mode only, while the receiving front end
(e.g., the low noise amplifier in an Intersil Prism II card) is active
only in the receive mode.

BasebandRF Power
Amplifier Processor

MAC

Converter
Up/Down

Front End
Receiving

Figure 7: Simplified block diagram of a WLAN device

The power conversion efficiency (η) of a PA is defined as the
ratio of the actual signal power emitted from the antenna, or the
transmit power (Pt), to the total power consumed by the PA (Ppa).
Basically,η is a function ofPt, and a PA presents the following
non-linearity feature: it achieves high efficiency at high transmit
power levels, but the efficiency drops flat at low power levels. The
E-P (Efficiency vs. transmit Power) curve varies with PA design.
Based on the E-P curves given in [18, 28, 29], we assume an ex-
ponential E-P curve for the 5 GHz power amplifiers used in the
802.11a/h-compliant WLAN devices. Since we are only interested
in how MiSer saves energy by combining TPC with PHY rate adap-
tation, not the exact amount of energy savings, this assumption has



little impact on the results and conclusions to be presented in Sec-
tion 6.

Let Prec denote the power consumption of the receiving front
end. In general,Prec is lower thanPpa, and the difference becomes
significant when the transmit power is high. Converter, baseband
processor, and MAC are considered to be the common components
of both receive and transmit circuits, and they are assumed to con-
sume the same amount of power (Pcom) in both receive and trans-
mit modes. LetPr mode andPt mode be the total power consump-
tion in the receive and transmit modes, respectively. Then, we have




Pr mode = Pcom + Prec,

Pt mode(Pt) = Pcom + Ppa = Pcom + Pt
η(Pt)

.
(17)

Furthermore, we assume that, when a WLAN device is in the idle
mode, it presents the same power consumption as when it is in the
receive mode.

4.2 Energy Consumption Analysis

4.2.1 MAC/PHY Layer Overheads
As shown in Fig. 8, in the 802.11 MAC, each MAC data frame,

or MPDU (MAC Protocol Data Unit), consists of the following
components:4 MAC header, frame bodyof variable length, and
FCS (Frame Check Sequence). The MAC overheads due to the
MAC header and the FCS are 28 octets in total. Besides, the frame
sizes of an Ack frame, an RTS frame, and a CTS frame are 14, 20,
and 14 octets, respectively.

Control ID
Frame Duration/ Address 1 Address 2 Address 3 Sequence

Control
Frame Body FCS

MAC Header

6 0~23042 46622octets:

Figure 8: Frame format of a data frame MPDU

During the transmission, a PLCP preamble and a PLCP header
are added to an MPDU to create a PPDU (PLCP Protocol Data
Unit). The PPDU format of the 802.11a PHY is shown in Fig. 9,
which includes PLCP preamble, PLCP header, MPDU (conveyed
from MAC), tail bits, and pad bits, if necessary. The PLCP header
except the SERVICE field, with the duration oftPLCP SIG, con-
stitutes a single OFDM symbol, which is transmitted with BPSK
modulation and the rate-1/2 convolutional coding. Each OFDM
symbol interval, denoted bytSymbol, is 4µs. The 16-bit SERVICE
field of the PLCP header and the MPDU (along with 6 tail bits and
pad bits), represented by DATA, are transmitted at the data rate
specified in the RATE field. Table 2 lists the related characteristics
for the 802.11a PHY, wheretSlotTime, aCWmin, andaCWmaxwill
be discussed in next section.

Note that, while the data frames can be transmitted at any sup-
ported PHY rate, the RTS/CTS frames are always transmitted at
6 Mbps and the Ack frame is required to be transmitted at the high-
est rate in the BSS basic rate set5 that is less than, or equal to, the
4Actually, an additional field of “Address 4” appears in the WDS
(Wireless Distribution System) data frames being distributed from
one AP to another AP. However, since such WDS frames are rarely
used, we do not consider the “Address 4” field in this paper. Be-
sides, we do not consider the WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) op-
tion, which may introduce an extra 8-octet overhead.
5BSS (Basic Service Set) is the basic building block of an 802.11
system. It consists of a set of stations controlled by a single coor-
dination function. BSS basic rate set is the set of rates that all the
stations in a BSS are capable of using to receive/transmit frames
from/to the wireless medium.

PLCP Header

1 bit
RATE
4 bits

Reserved
1 bit

LENGTH
12 bits

Parity Tail
6 bits

SERVICE
16 bits

MPDU Tail
6 bits

Pad Bits

One OFDM Symbol
SIGNALPLCP Preamble

12 Symbols Variable Number of OFDM Symbols
DATA

(RATE is indicated in SIGNAL)
Coded/OFDM
(BPSK, r=1/2)

Coded/OFDM

Figure 9: PPDU frame format of the 802.11a PHY

Table 2: The 802.11a PHY Characteristics
Characteristics Value Comments

tSlotTime 9 µs Slot time
tSIFSTime 16µs SIFS time
tDIFSTime 34µs DIFS = SIFS + 2× Slot
aCWmin 15 min contention window size
aCWmax 1023 max contention window size
tPLCPPreamble 16µs PLCP preamble duration
tPLCP SIG 4 µs PLCP SIGNAL field duration
tSymbol 4 µs OFDM symbol interval

rate of the data frame it is acknowledging. For example, if the BSS
basic rate set is{6 Mbps, 12 Mbps, 24 Mbps} and a data frame
is transmitted at 18 Mbps, the corresponding Ack frame will be
transmitted at 12 Mbps.

Based on the above analysis, to transmit a data frame with` octets
payload over the 802.11a PHY using PHY rateR and transmit
powerPt, the energy consumption is

Edata(`,R,Pt) = Tdata(`,R) · Pt mode(Pt), (18)

where the data transmission duration,Tdata(`,R), is given by

Tdata(`,R) = tPLCPPreamble+ tPLCP SIG

+

⌈
28 + (16 + 6)/8 + `

BpS(R)

⌉
· tSymbol

= 20µs +

⌈
30.75 + `

BpS(R)

⌉
· 4µs. (19)

Note thatBpS(R), the Bytes-per-Symbol information for PHY rateR,
is given in Table 1. The energy consumed to receive the corre-
sponding Ack frame is

Eack = Tack(R′) · Pr mode, (20)

where the PHY rate used for the Ack transmission,R′, is deter-
mined based onR according to the rule specified earlier, and the
Ack transmission duration is

Tack(R′) = 20µs +

⌈
16.75

BpS(R′)
⌉
· 4µs. (21)

Similarly, the energy consumption for an RTS frame transmis-
sion (Erts) using transmit powerPt and a CTS frame reception
(Ects) can be calculated by

Erts = 52µs · Pt mode(Pt), (22)

and

Ects = 44µs · Pr mode, (23)

respectively. Besides, We useEsifs andEdifs to denote the en-
ergy consumptions of a WLAN device being idle for SIFS time



and DIFS time, respectively, and they can be calculated by

Esifs = tSIFSTime· Pr mode = 16µs · Pr mode, (24)

and

Edifs = tDIFSTime· Pr mode = 34µs · Pr mode. (25)

4.2.2 Backoff Period
The random backoff interval is in the unit oftSlotTime, and this

random integer is drawn from a uniform distribution over the in-
terval [0, CW], whereCW is the contention window size and its
initial value isaCWmin. In the case of an unsuccessful RTS (Data)
transmission, the backoff procedure will begin at the end of the
CTS (Ack) timeout, andCW is updated to [2×(CW+1)−1]. Once
CWreachesaCWmax, it will remain at this value until it is reset to
aCWmin. In the case of a successful data transmission, the backoff
procedure will begin at DIFS time after receiving the Ack frame,
and theCW value is reset toaCWminbefore the random backoff
interval is selected. Note, however, that theCWvalue isnot reset
after a successful RTS transmission. Each station decrements its
backoff counter everytSlotTimeinterval after the wireless medium
is sensed to be idle for DIFS time. If the counter has not reached
zero and one of the other stations starts transmitting, the station
freezes its counter. When the counter finally reaches zero, the sta-
tion starts its transmission.

Based on the above analysis, if the retry counts of a data frame
are (SRC, LRC), which means that there have been SRC unsuccess-
ful RTS transmission attempts and LRC unsuccessful data trans-
mission attempts for this frame, then the average energy consump-
tion of the WLAN device during the next backoff period consists of
the following two parts: the energy consumption while the backoff
counter is decrementing, which can be calculated by

Ebkoff (SRC, LRC) = Pr mode · tSlotTime (26)

·
min

[
2SRC+LRC · (aCWmin+ 1)− 1, aCWmax

]

2
,

and the energy consumption while the backoff counter is frozen due
to the busy medium, which is bounded by

Efreeze ≤ Pr mode · (Nsta − 1) · [Pc,rts · 86µs (27)

+ (1− Pc,rts) · (178µs + Tdata(1500, 6) + Tack(6))] ,

whereNsta is the number of contending stations in the network and
Pc,rts is the RTS collision probability. 86µs and 178µs represent
an RTS transmission time plus a DIFS time, and an RTS transmis-
sion time plus a CTS transmission time plus three SIFS times plus
a DIFS time, respectively.

Eq. (27) is derived based on the assumption that all the wireless
stations are evenly distributed in the network and contending for the
wireless medium fairly. So on average, during the backoff period,
each of the contending stations attempts its RTS transmission once
and succeeds with probability (1−Pc,rts). We also assume that
the worst-case (longest) data transmission time corresponds to a
data frame with 1500 octets payload — the Ethernet standard MTU
(Maximum Transmission Unit) — transmitted at 6 Mbps.

5. MiSer
MiSer is motivated by [10] and is a simple table-driven approach.

The basic idea is that the wireless station computes offline a rate-
power combination table indexed by the data transmission status
and each entry of the table is the optimal rate-power combination
(<R∗,P∗t >) in the sense of maximizing the energy efficiency (J )

under the corresponding data transmission status. Thedata trans-
mission statusis characterized by a quadruplet (`, s, SRC, LRC),
where` is the data payload length,s is the path loss from the trans-
mitter to the receiver, and (SRC, LRC) are the frame retry counts.
Theenergy efficiency(J ) is defined as the ratio of the expected de-
livered data payload (L) to the expected total energy consumption
(E). This table is then used at runtime to determine the proper PHY
rate and transmit power for each data transmission attempt.

5.1 Step I: Offline Establishment of the Rate-Power
Combination Table

We assume that the transmission error (due to background noise)
probabilities of the RTS, CTS, and Ack frames are negligible be-
cause of their small frame sizes and robust transmission rates (refer
to Section 3.3). Then, the table entries of the rate-power combina-
tion table are computed as follows.

First, consider the general case when

0 6 SRC< dot11ShortRetryLimit (28)

and

0 6 LRC < dot11LongRetryLimit. (29)

Assume that<R, Pt> is selected for the data transmission at-
tempt of status (̀, s, SRC, LRC). Also, assume that the future re-
transmission attempts, if any, will be made with the most energy-
efficient transmission strategies as well. Clearly, the frame delivery
is successful only if the RTS transmission succeeds without colli-
sion and the data transmission is error-free or results in correctable
errors. Otherwise, the station has to re-contend for the medium to
re-transmit the frame. In particular, if the delivery failure was due
to the RTS collision, the frame retry counts become (SRC+1, LRC);
if the delivery failure was due to the erroneous reception of the data
frame, the frame retry counts become (SRC, LRC+1).

Based on the above observations, the expected delivered data
payload (L) and the expected total energy consumption (E) can be
calculated recursively as follows:

L(R,Pt, `, s, SRC, LRC) =

(1− Pc,rts) · [1− Pe,data(R,Pt, `, s)] · `
+ (1− Pc,rts) · Pe,data(R,Pt, `, s)

· L(R∗(`, s, SRC, LRC+1),P∗t (`, s, SRC, LRC+1),

`, s, SRC, LRC+1)

+ Pc,rts · L(R∗(`, s, SRC+1, LRC),P∗t (`, s, SRC+1, LRC),

`, s, SRC+1, LRC), (30)

and

E(R,Pt, `, s, SRC, LRC) =

Ebkoff (SRC, LRC) + Efreeze

+ (1− Pc,rts) · [1− Pe,data(R,Pt, `, s)]

· [Erts−sifs−cts−sifs + Edata(R,Pt, `) + Esifs

+ Eack + Edifs]

+ (1− Pc,rts) · Pe,data(R,Pt, `, s)

· [Erts−sifs−cts−sifs + Edata(R,Pt, `) + Eack tout

+ E(R∗(`, s, SRC, LRC+1),P∗t (`, s, SRC, LRC+1),

`, s, SRC, LRC+1)]

+ Pc,rts · [Erts + Ects tout

+ E(R∗(`, s, SRC+1, LRC),P∗t (`, s, SRC+1, LRC),

`, s, SRC+1, LRC)]. (31)



Pc,rts is the RTS collision probability and varies with the network
configuration [5, 33].Pe,data, the data transmission error proba-
bility, is a function ofR, Pt, `, ands, and varies with the wireless
channel model [24]. Besides,

Erts−sifs−cts−sifs = Erts + 2 · Esifs + Ects, (32)

and Ebkoff (·), Efreeze, Edata(·), Eack, Erts, Ects, Esifs, Edifs

are given by Eqs. (26), (27), (18), (20), (22), (23), (24), and (25),
respectively. Moreover, since an Ack (CTS) timeout is equal to a
SIFS time, plus an Ack (CTS) transmission time, and plus a Slot
time, we have

Eack tout = Esifs + Eack + tSlotTime· Pr mode, (33)

and

Ects tout = Esifs + Ects + tSlotTime· Pr mode. (34)

Hence, the energy efficiency (J ) is

J (R,Pt, `, s, SRC, LRC) =
L(R,Pt, `, s, SRC, LRC)

E(R,Pt, `, s, SRC, LRC)
. (35)

Since there are only finite choices for the PHY rate and the transmit
power, we can calculateJ for each rate-power combination, and
the pair that maximizesJ is then the most energy-efficient strategy
for the data transmission attempt of status (`, s, SRC, LRC):

< R∗(`, s, SRC, LRC), P∗t (`, s, SRC, LRC) >

= arg max
<R,Pt>

J (R,Pt, `, s, SRC, LRC). (36)

Now, consider the special case when

SRC= dot11ShortRetryLimit (37)

and/or

LRC = dot11LongRetryLimit. (38)

Obviously, since at least one of the frame retry limits has been
reached, the data frame will be discarded without any further trans-
mission attempt. Hence, for any<R, Pt>, we always have




E(R,Pt, `, s, dot11ShortRetryLimit, LRC) = 0,

L(R,Pt, `, s, dot11ShortRetryLimit, LRC) = 0,
(39)

and



E(R,Pt, `, s, SRC, dot11LongRetryLimit) = 0,

L(R,Pt, `, s, SRC, dot11LongRetryLimit) = 0.
(40)

So, by using this special case as the boundary condition, we have
fully specified the computation of the rate-power combination table
by Eqs. (30), (31), (35), (36), (39), and (40).

5.2 Step II: Runtime Execution
Fig. 10 shows the pseudo-coded algorithm for MiSer. Before

running the program, the wireless station computes the optimal
rate-power combination for each set of data payload length (`), path
loss (s), and frame retry counts (SRC, LRC). Thus, a rate-power
combination table is pre-established and ready for runtime use. The
retry counts SRCcurr and LRCcurr for the frame at the header of
the data queue are both set to 0. At runtime, the wireless station
estimates the path loss between itself and the receiver, and then se-
lects the rate-power combination<Rcurr,Pt,curr> for the current
data transmission attempt by a simple table lookup. Note that the
rate-power selection is made before the RTS frame is transmitted,

〈 compute<R∗,P∗t > for each set of̀ , s, SRC, LRC〉;
SRCmax := dot11ShortRetryLimit;
LRCmax := dot11LongRetryLimit;
F := the frame at the header of the data queue;
`curr := DataPayloadLength(F);
SRCcurr := 0; LRCcurr := 0;

while (the data queue is non-empty){
scurr := the up-to-date path loss estimation;
Rcurr := R∗(`curr, scurr, SRCcurr, LRCcurr) ;
Pt,curr := P∗t (`curr, scurr, SRCcurr, LRCcurr) ;
〈 an RTS frame is sent to reserve the medium〉;
if (a CTS frame is received correctly)then {
〈 F is transmitted using<Rcurr ,Pt,curr> 〉;
if (an Ack frame is received correctly)then {

SRCcurr := 0; LRCcurr := 0;
}
else LRCcurr := LRCcurr + 1;

}
else SRCcurr := SRCcurr + 1;
if (SRCcurr > SRCmax || LRCcurr > LRCmax) then {

SRCcurr := 0; LRCcurr := 0;
}
if (SRCcurr == 0 && LRCcurr == 0) then {
〈 remove the header frame from the data queue〉;
〈 refreshF and`curr 〉;

}
}

Figure 10: Pseudo-code of MiSer

so that the Duration/ID information carried in the RTS frame can
be properly set according to the PHY rate selection.

As shown in the pseudo-code, if an RTS/CTS frame exchange
successfully reserves the wireless medium and an Ack frame is re-
ceived correctly within the Ack timeout, the wireless station knows
that the previous data transmission attempt was successful, and re-
sets both retry counts to 0; else, either SRCcurr or LRCcurr is in-
creased and the wireless station will re-select the rate-power com-
bination for the next transmission attempt of the data frame. If the
data frame cannot be successfully delivered after SRCmax medium
reservation attempts or LRCmax data transmission attempts, the
frame will be dropped and both SRCcurr and LRCcurr are reset to
0 for the next frame waiting in the data queue.

One important aspect of MiSer is that it shifts the computation
burden offline, and hence, simplifies the runtime execution signif-
icantly. Therefore, embedding MiSer at the MAC layer has little
effect on the performance of higher-layer applications, which is a
desirable feature for any MAC-layer enhancement.

5.3 Implementation Issues

5.3.1 Table Establishment
As described in Section 5.1, in order to establish the rate-power

combination table, a wireless station needs the following informa-
tion:

• Network configurationthat indicates the number of contend-
ing stations (Nsta) and determines the RTS collision proba-
bility (Pc,rts);

• Wireless channel modelthat determines the error performances
of the PHY rates (Pe,data).

There have been a number of papers dealing with the problems
of estimating the network configuration [6, 7] or building accurate



wireless channel models [4, 8, 32, 35], which, however, are not
the focus of this paper. Instead, we propose a simple and effective
TPC mechanism by assuming that the wireless station either has
the required knowledgea priori or can estimate them.

5.3.2 Path Loss Estimation
At runtime, in order to look up the pre-established rate-power

combination table to determine the best transmission strategy for
each data frame, a wireless station has to estimate the path loss be-
tween itself and the receiver. We have developed a simple path loss
estimation scheme, based on the upcoming 802.11h standard [17],
as a possible solution.

The 802.11h standard is an extension to the current 802.11 MAC
and 802.11a PHY, and one of the key improvements in 802.11h is to
enable a wireless station to report its transmit power information in
the newly-defined TPC Report element, which includes a Transmit
Power field and a Link Margin field. The Transmit Power field
simply contains the transmit power (in dBm) used to transmit the
frame containing the TPC Report element, while the Link Margin
field contains the link margin (in dB) calculated as the ratio of the
received signal strength to the minimum desired by the station.

As specified in the 802.11h standard, the AP in an infrastruc-
ture network or a wireless station in an ad hoc network will au-
tonomously include a TPC Report element with the Link Margin
field set to zero and containing its transmit power information in
the Transmit Power field in any Beacon or Probe Response frame
it transmits. A wireless station keeps track of the path loss to the
AP, if within an infrastructure network,6 or the path loss to each
neighboring station, if within an ad hoc network, and whenever it
receives a Beacon or Probe Response frame, it updates the corre-
sponding path loss value. That is, with the knowledge of the re-
ceived signal strength (in dBm) via RSSI (Receive Signal Strength
Indicator) as well as the transmit power (in dBm) via the TPC Re-
port element found in the frame, the wireless station can calculate
the path loss (in dB) from the sending station to itself by performing
the simple subtraction. Note that RSSI is one of the RXVECTOR
parameters, which is measured and passed to the MAC by the PHY
and indicates the energy observed at the antenna used to receive the
current frame. Basically, the path loss value(s) maintained in this
manner can be used by the wireless station to determine its best
transmission strategy.

This path loss estimation scheme is reasonable since with 802.11
systems, the same frequency channel is used for all transmissions
in a time-division duplex manner, and hence, the channel charac-
teristics in terms of path loss for both directions are likely to be
similar. Moreover, since the Beacon frames are transmitted period-
ically and frequently, a wireless station is able to update the path
loss value(s) in a timely manner.

6. Performance Evaluation
We evaluate the effectiveness of MiSer by using the ns-2 simula-

tor [1] after enhancing the original 802.11 DCF module of ns-2 to
support the 802.11a/h PHY, PHY rate adaptation, and TPC.

6.1 Simulation Setup
In the simulation, we use 15 dBm as the nominal transmit power,

and a TPC-enabled 802.11a/h device is allowed to choose any one
of the 31 power levels (from -15 dBm to 15 dBm with 1 dBm gaps)

6In an infrastructure network, if a wireless station wants to commu-
nicate with another station, the frames must be first sent to the AP,
and then from the AP to the destination [22]. Therefore, a wireless
station only needs to keep track of the path loss between itself and
the AP.

to transmit a data frame. We assume an AWGN (Additive White
Gaussian Noise) wireless channel model and the background noise
level is set to -93 dBm. The exponential E-P curve for the 5 GHz
PA of the simulated 802.11a/h devices is

η(Pt) = 0.02 · 5Pt
15 , (41)

wherePt is in dBm. Besides, we use a log-distance path loss model
with path loss exponent of four to simulate the indoor office envi-
ronment, and set the carrier sensing threshold to -91 dBm, meaning
that, when the distance between two stations is larger than 28.6 me-
ters, the resulting path loss is larger than 106 (= 15 + 91) dB and
these two stations are hidden to each other.

We evaluate five testing schemes: the proposed intelligent TPC
mechanism (MiSer), the PHY rate adaptation scheme without TPC
(RA), and three single-rate TPC schemes using PHY rate 6 Mbps
(Tpc/R6), 24 Mbps (Tpc/R24), and 54 Mbps (Tpc/R54), respec-
tively. These schemes are compared with each other in terms of the
delivered data per unit of energy consumption (in MBits/Joule),
which is calculated as the ratio of the total amount of data deliv-
ered by the transmitter stations over their total energy consumption.
Note that the larger this value, the more energy-efficient a scheme
gets. We also compare the aggregate goodput (in Mbps) of these
schemes.

We conduct the simulation with various network topologies, sta-
tion mobility patterns, and data payload lengths. Each simulation
run lasts 10 seconds in an 802.11a/h system with 8 transmitter sta-
tions contending for the shared medium. Each station transmits in
a greedy mode, i.e., its data queue is never empty, and all the data
frames are transmitted without fragmentation. The frame size is
1500 octets unless specified otherwise.

6.2 MiSer’s Rate-Power Combination Table
Recall that MiSer’s rate-power combination table is indexed by

(`, s, SRC, LRC), and hence, is four-dimensional. Fig. 11 shows
a snapshot of this table when` = 1500 and (SRC, LRC) = (0, 0).
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Figure 11: A snap shot of MiSer’s rate-power combination ta-
ble when` = 1500 and (SRC, LRC) = (0, 0)



The optimal combinations of PHY rate and transmit power, which
achieve the most energy-efficient data communications, under dif-
ferent path loss (s) conditions are shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b), re-
spectively. For example, whens = 80 dB, this figure reads that
<54 Mbps, 9 dBm> is the most energy-efficient transmission strat-
egy.

We make two observations from Fig. 11. First, when the path
loss is large, the lower PHY rates are preferred as they are more ro-
bust and have better error performances. On the other hand, when
the path loss is small, higher PHY rates are used to save energy
since the duration of a single transmission attempt is shorter. Sec-
ond, a low transmit power does not necessarily save energy. This
is because, with the same PHY rate, using a lower transmit power
may lead to less energy consumption in a single transmission at-
tempt, but the resultant low SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) at the re-
ceiver side may cause more re-transmissions and, hence, more total
energy consumption.

The snapshots for other` and (SRC, LRC) values can be viewed
approximately as shifted versions of Fig. 11. In general, when a
data frame carried a larger payload (`↑) or less transmission at-
tempts remain for a data frame (SRC↑ and/or LRC↑), the figure
shifts left and a more conservative combination (i.e., lower rate
and/or higher power) is selected under the same path loss condi-
tion; otherwise, it shifts right.

Note that RA’s rate adaptation table or Tpc/Rx’s (x = 6, 24, or
54) power adaptation table are computed in the same way as that
of MiSer’s rate-power combination table, except fixing the transmit
power to 15 dBm or the transmission rate tox Mbps, respectively.

6.3 Simulation Results

6.3.1 Star topologies with varying radius
We first compare the testing schemes in the star-topology net-

works, where 8 transmitter stations are evenly spaced on a circle
around one common receiver with the radius ofr (1 ≤ r ≤ 28)
meters, and all the stations are static. Although ideal star-topology
networks are rarely found in a real world, the simulation results
plotted in Fig. 12 help us understand better how TPC adapts to the
path loss variation and why MiSer is superior to all other simulated
transmission strategies, thanks to the symmetric station deployment
of star-topology networks, and hence, are valuable.

In general, asr increases, both the aggregate goodput and the
delivered data per Joule decrease for all testing schemes. This is
because more robust transmission strategies (i.e., lower rate and/or
higher power) are used to deal with the increasing number of hid-
den terminals and a larger path loss between the transmitter and
the receiver. However, different schemes show different decreasing
curves determined by their respective design philosophies, which
are discussed next. In order to have a better understanding of the
figure, we list, in Table 3, the rate-power selections by each testing
scheme, whenr = 5, 9, 12, and 28, respectively.

Table 3: Example Rate-Power Selections (` = 1500 and (SRC,
LRC) = (0, 0))

rate-power selection (<Mbps, dBm>)
r (m) 5 9 12 28

MiSer <54, 5> <36, 9> <24, 11> <6, 15>
RA <54, 15> <54, 15> <36, 15> <6, 15>

Tpc/R6 <6, -13> <6, -3> <6, 2> <6, 15>
Tpc/R24 <24, -3> <24, 6> <24, 11> <24, 15>
Tpc/R54 <54, 5> <54, 15> <54, 15> <54, 15>

RA achieves the highest aggregate goodput because its constant
use of the strong 15 dBm transmit power allows it to choose the
highest possible rate to transmit a data frame. On the other hand,
since RA does not support TPC, so even within a small network,
it still has to transmit a frame using a higher power than necessary
over a short distance, hence consuming more energy. For example,
as shown in Table 3, whenr = 5, MiSer selects the same 54 Mbps
rate as RA, but a much lower tranmit power level at 5 dBm. As a
result, RA yields much lower delivered data per Joule than MiSer
whenr is small.

Tpc/R6 transmits all the data frames at the lowest 6 Mbps, and
hence, results in the lowest aggregate goodput whenr is small. As
r increases, Tpc/R6 adjusts its transmit power adaptively such that
the receiver-side SNR is maintained at a relatively stable level. For
example, as shown in Table 3, whenr increases from 5 to 9, 12, and
28, Tpc/R6 increases its transmit power from -13 dBm to -3 dBm,
2 dBm, and 15 dBm, respectively. Therefore, combined with rate 6
Mbps’ strong error-correcting capability, Tpc/R6 shows an almost
flat aggregate-goodput curve but a decreasing curve for the deliv-
ered data per Joule untilr = 28, when even the most conservative
combination of 6 Mbps and 15 dBm is still not robust enough to
combat the resulting high path loss.

Tpc/R54 transmits all the data frames at the highest 54 Mbps.
Similar to Tpc/R6, it also has a flat aggregate-goodput curve when
r is small. However, due to rate 54 Mbps’ poorest error-correcting
capability, the aggregate-goodput curve starts dipping at a much
smallerr value of 10. Actually, whenr > 10, all the transmission
attempts fail and the aggregate goodput drops to zero. Similar ob-
servations can be made for Tpc/R24 as well, which is a compromise
between Tpc/R6 and Tpc/R54.

So we can see that, because of fixing the transmission rate, a
single-rate TPC scheme either suffers a reduced transmission range
(e.g., Tpc/R24 and Tpc/R54) or has to stick with a low transmission
rate (e.g., Tpc/R6).

MiSer achieves the highest delivered data per Joule because of
its adaptive use of (i) the energy-efficient combination of high rate
and low power whenr is small, and (ii) the robust combination of
low rate and high power whenr is large. The key idea is to se-
lect the optimal rate-power combination, rather than the PHY rate
or the transmit power alone, to minimize the energy consumption.
Therefore, under certain path loss conditions (e.g.,r = 9 in Ta-
ble 3), MiSer may choose a lower rate than RA but with weaker
transmit power. As a result, MiSer shows an aggregate goodput
curve slightly lower than that of RA. Note that MiSer has the same
transmission range as RA and Tpc/R6, since a transmitter station
that supports MiSer can always lower the PHY rate and/or increase
the transmit power, whenever necessary, to communicate with a
far-away receiver station. Another observation in Fig. 12 is that,
when 6 Mbps (or 24 Mbps, 54 Mbps) or 15 dBm is part of the opti-
mal rate-power selections, MiSer is indeed equivalent to Tpc/R6 (or
Tpc/R24, Tpc/R54) or RA, which is evidenced by the partial over-
lapping in both their aggregate-goodput curves and their curves for
the delivered data per Joule.

6.3.2 Random topologies with 50 different scenarios
We also evaluate and compare the performances of the testing

schemes in randomly-generated network topologies: the 8 trans-
mitter stations and their (different) respective receivers are ran-
domly placed within a ( 40 m× 40 m ) flat area, and all the stations
are static. We simulate 50 different scenarios and the results are
plotted in Fig. 13.

We have three observations. First, MiSer and RA are signifi-
cantly better than the single-rate TPC schemes, in terms of both the
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aggregate goodput and the delivered data per Joule, in each sim-
ulated random topology. This is because the inevitable low trans-
mission rate or reduced transmission range of a single-rate TPC
scheme, where the latter may cause more potential transmission
failures, results in poor aggregate-goodput and energy-efficiency
performances. On the other hand, both MiSer and RA are able to
perform PHY rate adaptation, which adjusts the transmission rate
dynamically to the path loss variation.

Second, MiSer achieves comparable aggregate goodput with RA
while delivering about 20% (on average) more data per unit of en-
ergy consumption than RA. Actually, the energy saving by MiSer
over RA could be more significant if the network size is smaller.
This is because, in a smaller network, the transmitter and the re-
ceiver are, on average, closer to each other, which corresponds to
a smaller path loss value. As a result, MiSer may choose a much
lower transmit power (than 15 dBm) to transmit a frame, thus sav-
ing more energy. On the other hand, when the network size gets
larger, the energy-efficiency performances of MiSer and RA be-
come comparable.

Third, Tpc/R6 produces near-constant aggregate goodput regard-
less of the network topology, which is consistent with a similar ob-
servation in Fig. 12. Besides, unlike in the small star-topology net-
works, where Tpc/R54 has the best energy performance, Tpc/R54
has the lowest delivered data per Joule in every scenario due to
the arbitrary station locations in random-topology networks. Par-
ticularly, in 10 of the 50 simulated scenarios, Tpc/R54 results in
almost zero aggregate goodput.

6.3.3 Random topologies with varying mobility
Fig. 14 shows the simulation results for random-topology net-

works with various station mobility. The simulated mobility pat-

terns are specified by the maximum moving speeds of a wireless
station, which are 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 m/s. Each point in the figure is
averaged over 50 simulation runs with the same mobility pattern.

One important observation from the figure is that all the testing
schemes are relatively insensitive to station mobility. This observa-
tion is surprising at the first sight, but reasonable for the following
reason. Recall that an 802.11a/h device updates its path loss con-
ditions to the neighboring stations upon each Beacon reception and
the typical value of the Beacon interval is 100 ms. Therefore, even
with the maximum speed of 4 m/s, which is considered very fast for
indoor movements, the location difference of a wireless station be-
tween two path loss updates is 0.2 meters on average, which has lit-
tle effect on the path loss conditions and the subsequent rate-power
selections.

6.3.4 Random topologies with varying data payloads
Fig. 15 shows the simulation results for random-topology net-

works with various data payloads. The simulated data payload
lengths are 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, and 1500 octets. Again,
each point in the figure is averaged over 50 simulation runs.

Since the RTS/CTS frames are always transmitted at 6 Mbps, the
RTS/CTS overhead per data transmission attempt is independent of
the payload length. Moreover, as discussed in Section4.2.1, there
are a number of fixed per-frame overheads such as the MAC header,
the FCS, the PLCP preamble/header, and etc. Hence, both the ag-
gregate goodput and the delivered data per Joule increase with the
data payload length for all testing schemes. As expected, MiSer has
the best energy-efficiency performance, and the gap between MiSer
and RA becomes bigger as the data payload length increases. This
is because, with the same PHY rate, a larger data payload results
in a longer transmission time, during which MiSer may use low
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transmit power to save more energy. Moreover, RA outperforms
single-rate TPC schemes in terms of both goodput and energy con-
sumption due to PHY rate adaptation.

It is interesting to see that the aggregate goodput curves of three
single-rate TPC schemes intersect with each other in Fig. 15(a).
When the data payload is less than 600 octets, Tpc/R6 yields the
best goodput performance, while, when the data payload increases
to 1500 octets, both Tpc/R24 and Tpc/R54 achieve better aggre-
gate goodput than Tpc/R6, however, with much higher transmit
power. This is because the strong error-correcting capability of rate
6 Mbps allows Tpc/R6 to transmit a large-payload data frame at a
very low power level. In Fig. 15(b), wheǹ= 1500, both Tpc/R24
and Tpc/R54 have smaller values of the delivered data per Joule
than Tpc/R6, which, in turn, supports the above explanation. Note
that, under different network configurations, the relative positions
of these three aggregate goodput curves may vary.

6.4 Summary
Based on the observations from the simulation results, we sum-

marize the effectiveness of MiSer as follows:

• MiSer is significantly better than any other scheme that sim-
ply adapts the PHY rate or adjusts the transmit power;

• PHY rate adaptation is very effective in saving energy and
plays an important role in MiSer;

• Applying MiSer does not affect the transmission range;

• MiSer is insensitive to station mobility;

• MiSer is most suitable for data communications with large
data payloads.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a novel intelligent TPC mechanism,

calledMiSer (Minimum-energy transmission Strategy), as an opti-
mal solution to the problem of minimizing the communication en-
ergy consumption in 802.11a/h systems. The key idea of MiSer
is to combine TPC with PHY rate adaptation, so that the most
energy-efficient rate-power combination can be adaptively selected
for each data transmission attempt. It establishes an optimal rate-
power combination table before the communication starts, which
shifts the computation burden offline, and hence, simplifies the run-
time execution (to simple table lookups) significantly.

The effectiveness of MiSer relies on the condition that applying
TPC on data transmissions will not aggravate the “hidden nodes”
problem and the interference in the network. So, MiSer (i) ex-
changes RTS/CTS frames before each data transmission attempt to
deal with the “hidden nodes” problem, and (ii) transmits the CTS
frames at a stronger power level to ameliorate the interference. The
latter is justified by a rigorous analysis of the relation among differ-
ent radio ranges and TPC’s effect on the interference in 802.11a/h
systems. Our in-depth simulation shows that MiSer is significantly
better than single-rate TPC schemes and delivers about 20% more
data per unit of energy consumption than the PHY rate adaptation
scheme without TPC.

Since MiSer is designed as an intelligent TPC mechanism used
in the transmit mode, it is complementary to the power-management
policies that force a wireless device to enter the power-saving doze
mode at appropriate moments to save battery energy. However, a
simple combination of two may not necessarily result in the best
energy-efficiency performance. For example, when the network
load is light and the traffic is bursty, a wireless station may want
to use RA instead of MiSer to finish the frame transmissions as



soon as possible, and then have the opportunity to enter the doze
mode earlier to save more energy. Our future work includes the
design of an ultimate optimal transmission strategy, which takes
into consideration the impact of the power-saving doze mode on
the rate-power selections in the transmit mode.
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Appendix
A list of abbreviations and acronyms used in the paper (in the al-
phabetic order):

Ack Acknowledgment
AP Access Point
ARQ Automatic Re-transmission reQuest
BpS Bytes per Symbol
BPSK Binary Phase Shift Keying
BSS Basic Service Set
CCA Clear Channel Assessment
CSMA/CA Carrier-Sense Multiple Access with

Collision Avoidance
DCF Distributed Coordination Function
DIFS Distributed Inter-Frame Space
ED Energy Detection
E-P Efficiency vs. transmit Power
FCS Frame Check Sequence
FEC Forward Error Correction
LRC Long Retry Count
MAC Medium Access Control
MiSer Minimum-energy transmission Strategy
MPDU MAC Protocol Data Unit
MTU Maximum Transmission Unit
NAV Network Allocation Vector
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
PA Power Amplifier
PCF Point Coordination Function
PER Packet Error Rate
PHY Physical Layer
PLCP Physical Layer Convergence Procedure
PPDU PLCP Protocol Data Unit
QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
QPSK Quadrature Phase Shift Keying
RSSI Receive Signal Strength Indicator
RTS/CTS Request-To-Send/Clear-To-Send
SIFS Short Inter-Frame Space
SIR Signal-to-Interference Ratio
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
SRC Short Retry Count
TPC Transmit Power Control
U-NII Unlicensed National Information Infrastructure
WDS Wireless Distributed System
WEP Wired Equivalent Privacy
WLAN Wireless Local-Area Network
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